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DOCUMENTATION FOR THE MACHINE-READABLE VERSION OF
THE REVISED NEW GdNERAL CATALOGUE OF NONSTELLAR
ASTRONOMICAL OBJECTS
Wayne H. Warren Jr.
ABSTRACT
This document provides detailed descriptions of the contents and format
of the machine-readable version of the catalogue being distributed by the
Astronomical Data Center. Coding for the various scales and abbreviations
used in the catalogue are tabulated and certain revisions to the machine
version made to improve storage efficiency and notation are described.
v
SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
The Revised New General Catalogue of Nonstellar Astronomical Objects (RNGC)
(Sulentic and Tifft 1973) is a modern, revised and expanded version of the New
General Catalogue of Nebulae and Clusters of Stars kLreyer 1888). While
incorporating the many corrections to the original edivion found over the
years, the RNGC objects were verified on Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (POSS)
prints and plates for southern objects especially taken for the purpose (about
90 southern -3bjects could not be verified) and are tied to the POSS where
possible by the inclusion of rectangular coordinates on the prints. New
object descriptions are provided for objects which were examined during the
course of the work, Galactic coordinates are given, and new magnitudes are
reported along with their sources.
Tt±is document describes the magnetic tape version of the RNGC, as distributed
by the Astronomical Data Center. It is intended to enable users to read and
process the data without. problems or guesswork. For more extensive
descriptions of the data in the RNGC and an explanation of the procedures used
to develop or derive them, the published catalogue reference below should be
consulted since it contains an extensive introduction with a wealth of
valuable information. A copy of this document should te supplied with any
machine-readable copy of the catalogue.
SOURCE REFERENCE
Sulentic, J. W. and Tifft, W. G. 1973, The Revised New General Catalogue of




SECTION 2 - TAPE CONTENTS
Byte-by-byte descriptions of the contents of the tape files of the RNGC are
given in Tables 1-4. The suggested format specifications are for FORTRAN
formatted read statements and can be modified depending upon individual
programming and processing requirements. Since data fields contain blanks
where data are absent, care must be exercised when processing the data for
certain purposes. Alternate format specifications are given in parentheses.





1- 5	 --- Z5 The RNGC number (same as the origine.l NGC
number).
6	 --- Al Letter designations for anonymous sources
near NGC objects or for double or multiple
systems having the same assigned number.
7	 --- ix Blank






6	 Cluster associated with nebulosity
7	 Nonexistent
8	 Object in Large Magellanic Cloud
9	 Object in Small Magellanic Cloud
0	 Unverified southern object
The codes can be combined to form double
digit numbers such as 19 (open cluster in
SMC), 38 !diffuse nebula in LMC), or 25
(globular cluster in external galaxy).
10	 --- 17( Blank
11- 12	 hours 12 Right ascension (a) for equinox 1975.
13	 --- 1X Blank









B	 e s) Units Format Description
18 --- 1x Blank
19- 21 • I3 Declination (d) for equinox 1975.	 Sign
always in byte-1y.
22 --- 1x Blank
23- 24 ' V d
2:5, --- 1x Blank
26- 31 • F6.2 Galactic longitude °1l .	 Not present for
nonexistent objects, in which case the
field is blank.
32 --- 1X Blank
33- 39 --- F5.2 Galactic latitude brl .	 Not present for
nonexistent objects, in which case the
field is blank.	 A sign is present in byte
33 only for negative values.
39 --- 1X Blank
40- 42 mm I3 X coordinate on Palomar Observatory Sky
Survey (POSS) print.
	
The origin is the
lower left corner of the blue print.
	
A
position was always determined from the
southernmost and westernmost POSS print
upon which the object is clearly visible.
43 --- 1X Blank
44- 46 mm 13 Y coordinate on FOSS print.
47 --- 1X Blank
48- 51 mag F4 . 1 Magnitude ( rounded to the nearest half
magnitude), generally taken from sources
having the largest number of objects, in
order to have data as homogeneous as
possible.	 Blank if no data present.




T=h^^ 1 . (continued)
Suggested
	
ate(s)	 Units	 Format	 Description__
	
53	 ---	 Al	 Source of magnitude, coded as follows:
1. de Vaucouleurs and de Vaucouleurs
1964.







S. Bok and Bok 19621 van den Bergh and
Hagen 1968.
	
54	 ---	 1Z	 Blank
	
55- 74	 ---	 20A1 ( 5A4)	 The original visual appearance of the
object, as transcribed from Dreyer ( 1888).
Table 5 gives the code translations for
the original Dreyer and RMGC codes.
Certain codes have been modified from the
original computerized version and the
published version in order to change them
back to what they should be in
aotTonomical notation, e.g. so, s, $ were
changed to ", ', and 6, respectively. If
a description is too long for the data
field, a "9" will be found in the cross
references field ' bytes 97-116) and the
remainder of the description will be found
in the "Old Description Supplement" in
file 2 of the catalogue ( see Table 2).
	
75	 ---	 13	 Blank
	
76- 95	 ---	 20A1 ( 5A4)	 Palomar Sky Survey ( new) description of
each object. Table 6 gives the RNGC
descripton codes ( the code changes
described under the old description also
apply to the new description). If a
description is too long, an "8" will be
found in the cross reference field and
additional information given in the "New
G, scription Supplement" in file 3 of the
catalogue ( see Table 3).
	












97-116	 ---	 20A1 (5A4)	 Cross references to major specialized
catalogues. The code key is given in
Table 7. If the field is too short to
accommodate all of the necessary
information, then an "X" will be found in
byte 116 and additional information given
in file 4 of the catalogue (see Table 4).
Table 2 gives the format description for the "Old Description Supplement"
found in file 2 of the catalogue. This file contains an entry if a "9"
appears in the cross reference field of the data file.
Table
-






	1- 5	 15	 RNGC number.
	
6- 7	 2X	 Blank
	
8-30	 23A1	 Additional information from Dreyer description.
Table 3 gives the format description for the "New Description Supplement"
found in file 3 of the catalogue. This file contains an entry if an "8"
appears in the cross reference field of the data file.





1- 5	 15	 RNGC number.
	




8-44	 37A1	 Additional information from RNGC description.
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Table 4 gives tha format description for the "Crone Reference Supplement"
found in file 4 of the catalogue. This fire contains an entry if an "X" is
present in byte 116 of the cross reference field.




1- 5	 15	 RNGC nwvber.
	
6	 Al	 Letter designation for RNGC object.
	
7	 1X	 Blank
	8-30	 23A1	 Additional cross reference information.
Table 5 contains definitions of the brightness, size and shape scales that
Dreyer adopted from Sir John Herschel. It also gives the original codes, RNGC
codes and code translations used in the Dreyer descriptions.
Table 5. Drever Scales and Old Description Codes
Brightness	 Size
1. Excessively Faint 1. Excessively small 3" - 4" diameter
2. Very faint 2. Very small. 10" - 20"
3. Faint 3. Small 20" - 30"
4. Considerably faint 4. Considerably small 20" - 30"
5. Pretty faint 5. Pretty small 50" - 60"
6. Pretty bright 6. Pretty large 50" - 67"
7. Considerably bright 7. Considerably large 3' - 4'
8. Bright S. Large 3' - 4'
9. Very bright 9. Very Large e' -	 Ili'
10. Extremely bright 10. Excessively large 20' and larger
Shape
1. Round
2. Very little extended
3. Elliptic or oval
4. Consid©rably extended
5. Pretty much extended
6. Much extended













b B brighter (always coupled with another letter)
bet BRT between
bf BF brighter toward following side
biN BIN binuclear
bn BN bright toward north side
by BP brighter toward preceding side





cc Co coarse, coarsely
coil CON cometic








e E extremely, excessively
ee EE most extremely







iF IF irregular figure
inv INV involved, involving
L L large
1 L little (adv), long (adj)
A M middle or in the middle
M M much
mm MM mixed magnitudes
mn MN milky nebulosity









Code Code Code Tranalation
of NF north following




p P pretty (before F, S, L, 8) (size and brightness blocks)
P9 PG pretty
Pm PM pretty Rich






RR RR exactly round
rr RR partially resolved, some stars seen






of SF south following
sh SH shaped
am SM smalLjr








vv VV an intensive of v
• • a star (or stars)
• 10 •10 a star of 10th magnitude
•• •• daible star
•
. , **• triple star
TRI triangle, forms a triar.q]e with
® GCL globular cluster of stars
0 PLM planetary nebula
at9 ST9 stars from the 9th magnitude downward
st9...13 ST9...13 stars from 9th to 13th magnitude
? () items questioned by Dreyer enclosed !.n parentheses
' arcaeconds (xx in published catalogue)




Table 6 gives the RNGL nodes and their translations, followed )y the codes for
type 7 (nonexistent code in bytes 8-9 of the data records) c-cements.


































Bt" ( E ) b-ilge
CHAIN chain







COMPLEX comp 1 e x
CONNECTS connects
CON__.	 .T) contact, in contact

















Table S,	 (continued) y
RNGC Code Translation






EON edge on system
go equatorir.l















HSB-HISS	 high surface brightnes4
IMAG ( R) image
IN in




































































RM C Code	 Translation
S-SOUTH-SPIRAL south, spiral (clear in context)
SB barred spiral
SBC SBc type galaxy
SBM suddenly brighter toward center



























6	 and ($ in printed edition)
to. of
arcminutes (s in printed edition)
•	 areseconds ( xx in printed edition)
*	 star






















J. W. Sulentic (visual interpretation
Vorontsov-Velyaminov at al. 1962-1968
Zwicky at al. 1961-1968
Table 7 gives references to the major specialized catalogues coded
final data field of each record in the main file and in the cross ri
supplement file.
Table 7. Cross References for RNGC Objects
RNGC Code	 Translation
Arp, 1966, Atlas Or Peculiar Galaxies
Arp, 1965, Catalogue of Globular Clusters
Hodge 1961, Blue LMC Clusters
de Vaucouleurs and de Vaucouleurs 1964, Reference Catalogue of
Bright Galaxies
de Vaucouleurs and de Vaucouleurs 1964, Reference Catalogue of
Bright Galaxies (with supplemental data)
Gum 1955, Catalogue of Southern H rr Regions
Henize 1956, Catalogue of Nebulae in the Magellanic Clouds
Hogg 1959, Catalogue of Open and Globular Clusters
Holmberg 1931, Catalogues of Double and Multiple Galaxies
Dreyer 1895, 1908, Index Catalogues
Rron 1956, Catalogue of SMC Clusters
Linsay 1956, Catalogue of SMC Clusters
Hodge and Lucke 1970, Catalogue of LMC Associations
Lynda 1965, Catalogue of Bright Nebulae
Genkin and Genkina 1969, Catalogue of Galaxies with Determined
Masses
Becvar 1959, Messier Catalogue
Perak and Kohoutek 1967, Catalogue of Galactic Planetary Nebulae
Bolton at al. 1964, Price and Milne 1965, Day at aJ. 1966,
Shimmins at a1. 1966, Shimmins and Day 1968, Pares Catalogues
























R Alter at al. 1970, Catalogue of Star Clusters and Associations
S Kinkwski 1968, Catalogue-of Seyfert Galaxies
S(t) Karpowicz and Rudnicki 1968, Catalogue of Supernovae
SH Sharpless 1956, Catalogue of H II Regions
SL Shepley and Lindsay 1963, Catalogue of Clusters in the LAC
V Vorontsov-Velyaminov, Krasnogorskaya and Arhipova 1962-1968,
Morphological Catalogue of Galaxies
V• Vorontsov-Velyaminov, Krasnogorskaya and Arhipova 1962-1968,
Morphological Catalogue of Galaxies ( with additional commentp.)
(V) Vorontsov-Velyaainov, Krasnogorskaya and Arhipova 1962-1968,
Morphological Catalogue of Galaxies ( ID questioned by authors)
Z Zwicky at al. 1961-1968, Catalogue of Galaxies ari cf Clusters
of Galaxies
Z• Zwicky at al. 1%1-1968, Catalogue of Galaxies and of Clusters
of Galaxies (with additional comments)
3Cxxx Edge at al. 1959, Third Cambridge Catalogue of Radio Sources
4Cxx.xx Pilkington and Scott 1965; Gower at al. 1967, Fourth Cambridge
Catalogue of Radio Sources
8 Object has supplementary data for RNGC (new) description
(file 3 of catalogue)
9 Object has supplementary data for Dreyer ( old) description
(file 2 of catalogue)





SECTION 3 - TAPE CHARACTERISTICS
The information contained in Table 8 is sufficient to describe the indigeneous
characteristics of the machine-readable RNGC files to a computer. Information
easily varied from installation to installation, such as block size (physical
record length), blocking factor (number of logical records per physical
record), total number of blocks, tape density, number of tracks, and internal
coding (EBCDIC, ASCII, etc.) is not included. This information should always
be supplied if secondary copies are transmitted to other users or
installations. Data for *he four catalogue files are separated by commas.
Table 8. Tape Characteristics. RNGC
W
NUMBER OF FILES ...................................... 	 4
LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH (BYTES) ........................ 	 116, 30, 44, 30
RECORD FORMAT ........................................ 	 FB*
TOTAL NUMBER OF LOGICAL RECORDS ...................... 8163, 176, 1037, 61








SECTION 4 - REMARKS, MODIFICATIONS AND REFERENCES
The Revised New General Catalogue of Nonstellar Astronomical Objects was
received a number of years ago on a BCD coded tape containing seven files.
The formats of the files corresponded very closely to the printed formats of
the seven sections of the published edition. Although the format of the data
file was satisfactory for computer processing, the multicolumn structure of
the supplement files and the presence of titling information and blank records
made those files unsuitable for computer searching, sorting, etc. The final
three files of precession tables are not necessary for modern computer
processing of the catalogue to other equinoxest hence, they have been removed
from the ►..chin-readable version. The following modific-ttions were made to
thy, first four files:
1. All files were converted from 026 to 029 coding: the character coded files
are thus available in EBCDIC or ASCII internal coding. Due to the
unavailability of certain other standard characters of astronomical
notation to the authors of the catalogue, substitutions were made in the
tape and printed editions. Thus, the following conversions were made to
the files in order to restore the correct astronomical notation:




The presence of parentheses to denote ? in the old (Dreyer) descriptions and a
right parenthesis to denote ? in the new (RNGC) descriptions remain unchanged.
2. Plus (+) signs were added to all positive declinations in the data file
(byte 19).
3. The logical record length of the data file was changed from 120 bytes to
116 bytes, since bytes 117-120 were never used.
4. The tyro- and three-column formats of files 2-4 were changed to the
standard structure of one object per record after titles and blank records
were deleted. The 120-byte logical record length files were then changed
to their present 30-, 44-, and 30 -byte lengths.
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SECTION 5 - SANPLE LISTING
The sample listings given on the following pages illustrate logical data
records from each catalogue file just as they are recorded on the tape.
Groups of records from the beginning and end of each file are shown. The
beginning of each record and bytes within the record are indicated by the
column heading index across the top of each page (digits read vertically).
Since file 1 contains records of length greater than 115 bytes, the remaining
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